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CrossFit Terminology

• “box”: CrossFit gym

• “WOD”: Workout of the Day

• CrossFit HQ: CrossFit Headquarters, TM holder

• CrossFit Affiliate: Certified CF trainer who 
licensed the name and opened a gym.

• Named workouts:

• Benchmark Girls, New Girls, Hero Workouts

CrossFit Workout

Sessions are 60min, led & supervised by a 
professional and certified CrossFit coach:

• warm up

• stretching and mobility work

• strength/skills

• WOD

CrossFit Hull



The research project / 
book

• CrossFit as community

• the local and the global

• CrossFit as religious practice

• CrossFit and religious practice

• CrossFit as meaning making and meaningful practice

• (De)Gendering

• The apostates

• Symbols, rituals, and movements: branding, buying-in, ...

• CrossFit bodies and CrossFit aesthetics

athletesinaction.org - part of Campus Crusades for Christ

Religion and Sports: phenomena and existing research



The gym as gendered space; different gender dynamic at 
CrossFit boxes compared to a “traditional” gym.



CrossFit Seattle - 1st CrossFit Affiliate on the planet

CrossFit Mom - crossfitmom.com 



How to spot a CrossFitter 
in a non-CrossFit context?
- clothing
- movements/exercises
- “rituals”



Memento Mori

The Hero Workouts

Remembering service 
men and women fallen 
in service for their 
country.

“May I never boast of 
anything except the 
cross of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, by which the 
world has been crucified 
to me, and I to the 
world” (Gal 6:14).

Rich Froning
4x winner of the CrossFit Games, “The Fittest Man on Earth”.

David Thomas

Religion and sport as literary genre



CrossFit Faith



Andrea Ager, 2013 CrossFit Open: 2nd (CA), 7th (world)



“You will walk away from the 
weekend with a copy of the 
Athlete New Testament, a Faith 
Rx'd T-shirt and wristband, and 
hopefully a new outlook on how to 
make Christ a central part of your 
training and life.   Join us for this 
first of its kind, unforgettable 
event!

By Jeremy Thiel

Iron Sharpens Iron



CrossFit affiliate


